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Abstract 
The trie, or digital tree, is a standard ata structure for representing sets of strings over a given 
finite alphabet. Since Knuth's original work (1973), these data structures have been extensively 
studied and analyzed. In this paper, we present an algebraic approach to the analysis of average 
storage and average time required by the retrieval algorithms of trie structures under the prefix 
model. This approach extends the work of Flajolet et al. for other models which, unlike the prefix 
model, assume that no key in a sample set is the prefix of another. As the main application, we 
analyze the average running time of two algorithms for computing set intersections. 
R~um~ 
Le trie, ou trie num&ique, est une structure de donnres tandard pour reprrsenter des ensem- 
bles de mots sur un alphabet fini donnr. Depuis le travail original de Knuth (1973), ces structures 
de donnres ont 6t6 intensivement 6tudires et analysres. Dans cet article, nous prrsentons une 
approche algrbrique de l'analyse de l'espace moyen et du temps moyen requis par les algo- 
rithmes de recherche dans les structures de trie utilisant le modOle prOfixe. Cette approche 6tend 
le travail de Flajolet et al. /t d'autres modrles, qui, contrairement aumodble prrfixe, supposent 
qu'aucune clef dans un 6chantillon 'est le prrfixe d'une autre. Comme principale application, 
nous analysons le temps d'rxrution moyen de deux algorithmes pour le calcul d'intersections 
d'ensembles. 
1. Introduction 
Since Knuth's original analysis [12], the average case performance of trie data struc- 
tures has received a good deal of attention (see, e.g., [1-8,10,12-15]) .  In particular, 
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Flajolet et al. [6] have presented a systematic approach to the analysis of tries through 
generating functions The approach consists of setting up a translation mechanism based 
on rules that translate trie cost functions into their generating functions of normalized 
expectations. The translation rules, which depend on the particular underlying prob- 
abilistic model for sets of string keys, have been obtained in [6] for the Bernoulli 
model of infinitely long keys, a biased bit model of infinitely long keys, and for 
two other models which were introduced and studied by Trabb Pardo in [15]. These 
are the uniform finite identical length keys model ~ and its corresponding binary 
set-intersection model. The sets of keys within all the above mentioned models satisfy 
the no-prefixing key restriction. That is, no key in a sample set is a prefix of 
another. 
The design of tries for storing sets of keys that may contain prefixing keys was 
taken up by Knott in [ 11 ]. The first analysis of tries that store prefixing keys was done 
in [1] under the prefix model which generalizes Trabb Pardo's ~ model [15] and is 
defined as follows. 
Definition 1.1 (Prefix model). The prefix model ~h,,,m assumes as equally likely all 
sets of n strings with length at most h over an alphabet ~' of m characters. That is, 
all n-element subsets of ~,0 U d I U -.. U ~4 h. 
In this paper, we present an algebraic approach to the analysis of trie structures for 
sets of binary strings under the prefix model, which extends the work done by Flajolet 
et al. in [6] for other models. As the main application of this approach, we analyzed the 
average running time of two algorithms for computing intersections of sets of binary 
strings under the binary set-intersection prefix model (defined in Section 5) which 
generalizes Trabb Pardo's set-intersection model [15]. 
Section 2 introduces the prefix model. Section 3 presents translation rules for the 
prefix model. Section 4 illustrates the use of these rules by applying them to compute 
the average space and time requirements of the retrieval algorithms of two trie varieties 
analyzed in [3]: full prefixing-tries and compact prefixing-tries. Section 5 describes the 
binary set-intersection prefix model and its corresponding translation rules. Applying 
these rules, Section 6 calculates the exact average running time of the algorithms for 
computing set intersections. 
2. The prefix model 
Let d be a totally ordered alphabet of m (~>2) symbols that we will identify 
with s~¢={1 .. . . .  m}, where 1 <2<. - .  <m. Let d [hI := s~c°U s~¢ 1U. . -U  d h be the 
set of all strings of length ~<h composed from d .  The set of finite length strings 
composed from s~ will be denoted by d* ,  the set of infinitely long strings by d °), and 
s~ '~ := sJ* U d °~. For a finite set B, ~n(B) will denote the set of n-element subsets 
of B, and ~(B) := gnu>0 ~n(B). 
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For the integer-valued parameters h, n, m, with h, n >~ 0 and m >~ 2, the probability 
space for the prefix model consists of the n-element subsets of ~,[h], which are assumed 
to be equally probable. We have 
<') rn h+l --  1 and ]~n(s~C[h])] = m[h] :=  I~¢[h][- m-  1 
Throughout his section X will denote a real-valued function of finite subsets 
C_ ~4[h]. The expected value of X(~) over the n-element subsets ~ c_ ~¢[h] will be 
denoted by E[X], and also by Eh,[X] when we wish to emphasize its dependence on 
h and n. The sum 
Nh,[X] := ~ X(~) 
m[al is related to the expectation of X by Nh,[X] = ( , )Eh,[X], and will be called the 
normalized expectation of X. 
3. Translation rules 
To each real-valued function X of subsets ~,[h] we associate its generating function 
of the normalized expectations X(h)(x), 
X(h)(x) := ~ Nhn[X]x" = ~ X(~)x I~l. 
0 ~< n~< mLhl ~ C ~(,~I~ '1 )
Our intention is to establish rules that often help in translating a function X into its 
generating function X(h)(x). These translation rules will be formulated as properties of 
the operator Fh[X] := X(h)(x), which maps real-valued functions of subsets of d~ l to 
polynomials in x. 
We introduce the family of auxiliary functions Px, with x E d* .  The value of Px on 
a subset ~ C d °° is Px(~):= ix, where ~x := {Y I xy c 4} (i.e., ~x is the set of tails of 
the strings of ~ that begin with x). For each c E d ,  Pe maps ~(d  th]) onto  ~(d[h -1] ) .  
We also define the function P±(~) := ~ N {E}, which maps ~(s¢  [hl) onto ~({e}). 
Lemma 3.1 (Additive-multiplicative rule). Let X, Y, Y0, Y1 ..... Ym be real-valued func- 
tions of subsets of d[h]. Then, 
(i) Fh[2.X] = 2Fh[X]; 
(ii) Fh[X + Y]=Fh[X] + Fh[Y]; 
(iii) For h ~ 1, 
Fh[ (Y10P l ) " " '  (Ym OPm)]  = (1 -t-x)Fh-I[Y1]'" "Fh-l[Ym]; 
(iv) For h >>. 1, 
Fh[(Y0 o P±) (  Y~ O P l  ) . . . (Ym oPm)] = Fo[Yo]Fh-~[Y1]  " " " Fh -~[Y , , , ] .  
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Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) follow directly from the definition of the operator Fh. 
Since F0[I] = 1 + x, relation (iii) can be obtained from (iv) by taking Yo =I ,  with 
1(4) : -  1. To verify (iv), we first observe that the partition ~¢[h] = ~¢[0] U 1~¢ [h-1] U 
• . .  U m,~ ¢[h - l ] ,  h~> 1, implies 
~(j:c[h]) = U {a (°) U la  (1) U... U ma(m)}. 
a(°)E~({~,}) 
a(1) E~(.~/[h-- I] ) 
j=l,...,m 
Hence, the mapping P(¢)  := (P_L(~),P,(~),... ,Pm(~)) defines a bijection P :~(d  [hI) 
__+~/({~}) × ~(~¢[h-U) × . . .  × ~(~¢[h-1]). Using this bijection, the value of Fh at 
X := (YooP±)(Y1 oPl).. "(Ym °Pro) can be written as follows, 
x(¢)xl¢l 
X(cr(°) LJ (.J j(7 (j)) xla'°'l+[a(I'l+'"+lcr("'[ 
aI0)E~({e}) 1 <~j<~m 
a(i) E~(.~cIh-- I) ) 
j=l,...,m 
F~[X] = E 
~(.~¿h] ) 
=[  E Yo(¢7(°)) X[a(°)[ ] YI (o'(1)) "'" ym(~v(m))xlaI"J+"'+la("'l. 
a(/)Egt(.~[ h-  q ) 
j=l,...,m 
Noting that the second factor can be expressed as a product, and also 
Yo(a)x" = Yo(O) + Yo({e})x = Fo[Yo], 
we deduce 
Fh[X]=Fh[Yo] l-I ~ Yj(a(J)) xr~( j,I 
1 <~j<~m a(i)C~(,rff [h- q) 
= roC°)(x) r f f - ' ) (x) . . ,  rff-')(x). 
The verification of the lemma is now complete. [] 
Lemma 3.2 (Initialization rule). Let I(~):= 1, and C(~) := I~[. Then 
xm [h] (i) Fh[I]=(1 + x) ; 
(ii) Fh[C]=m[h]x(1 "~- x)mD]--I; 
/m[h]\ n 
(iii) If X(~) = 61¢1, p then Fh[X] = ~ p )x~. 
Proof. These relations can be established by direct counting. Relation (ii), for instance, 
(mlhl~ 
results by noticing that the number of n-element subsets of d [hI is equal to ~ n J' 
whereby 
(C) Fh[C] = E [~lx[¢l = E n x" --- m[h]x(1 -~'-X) mD] - l .  [ ]  
~E~(,~'[ h] ) n i> 0 
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Theorem 3.3. Let X and Y be real-valued functions of subsets of ~¢th]. 
(i) I f  X(~)= Y(~ fq {e}) then Y(h)(x)=(1 +x)  mthl-1 Y(°)(x); 
(ii) I f  X= Y oPc, with cE d ,  then x~h)(x)=(1 +x)m~y(h-1)(X); 
(iii) Let rx(~) := X(¢)-- X(~l) . . . . .  X(¢m). Then, 
X(h)(x) = r(xh)(x) + m(1 + x)mhx(h-l)(x). (1) 
Proof. Property (i) can be verified by applying (iv) of Lemma 3.1 to 
X = (roP±) H IoPj, 
j E .~I 
and then property (i) of Lemma 3.2. In order to prove (ii), we write 
X°Pc=( I °P±) (Y°Pc)  H IoPj ,  
and from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and property (i) we deduce 
Fh[X°Pc]=Fh[(I°P±)(Y°Pc) H /oPj ]  
c#jcd 
=Fo[I]Fh-l[r] H Fh-l[l] 
c#jEd 
= (1 -'l-X) (m-l)rnih-q+l Y(h-I)(x) 
= (1 +x) m' Y(h-1)(x). 
To prove (iii), we first apply Lemma 3.1 to X = rx + ~cE.~c(X o Pc), and then with 
the help of (ii) we deduce 
Fh[X]=Fh[rx]+ ~ Fh[XoPc] 
cCd 
=Fh[rx] + m(1 +x) m~ Fh-I[X], 
which completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
The following lemma, the iteration lemma for the model ~, was given in [6] for 
solving the recurrences satisfied by the generating functions of normalized expectations 
with respect o the model ~. This lemma also provides the general solution to the 
recurrences (compare recurrence (1)) emerging in connection with the prefix model. 
Lemma 3.4 (Flajolet-Regnier-Sotteau [6], Iteration rule). Let Al . . . . .  Ah and Bo . . . . .  Bh 
be polynomials. The solution to the recurrence z0 = B0, 
Z h =AhZh_ 1+B h (h>O), (2) 
is zh = ~O<.j<.h [Bj Hj+l<.k<.hAk]. 
Proof. The standard procedure for solving linear recurrences of this type yields the 
claimed solution. [] 
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Theorem 3.5. Let X be a real-valued function of subsets of s~thl and let rx({) := 
X({) -X({ I )  . . . . .  X({m). Then, 
m[/d m[/] (j) x(h)(x)  = ~ mh- - J ( l+x)  - r 2 (x). (3) 
O<~j<~h 
Proof. By (iii) of Theorem 3.3, X(h)(x) satisfies recurrence (1). We solve (1) with 
the help of Lemma 3.4, wherein we take Bh=r(xh)(x) and Ah=m(1 +x) mh. Since 
l-[j+i<~k~h m(1 +x)m j'=mh-J(1 +x)m~"J mH, the theorem follows. [] 
Remark. An 'average values' version of identity (3) was proved in [1,2] by an ap- 
proach based on recurrence quations. 
4. Analysis of prefixing-tries 
This section presents the data structures used by the set intersection algorithms that 
will be presented later in Section 6. Prefxing-tries, which are natural adaptations of 
the original tries of Fredkin [9] for the purpose of storing sets of keys that may contain 
prefixing keys, have been analyzed in [1,3]. Applying the generating function tools of 
Section 3, we shall now rederive the exact average space and time requirements of the 
retrieval algorithms of Jull prefixing-tries and compact pr@xing-tries. 
Let ~ be a finite set of strings composed from an alphabet ~4. The paths on the 
prefix tree t(~) (see Fig. l(a)) can be naturally mapped into ~. An empty path is 
mapped to the length zero string e. A (possibly infinitely long) path p=v~,v2 ..... 
where vi+ 1 is the lith son of vi, is mapped to al, al~..., c ~. This correspondence 
defines an injective mapping between the maximal paths of t(~) and the keys of 
¢. This mapping is bijective precisely when no key in ~ is a prefix of another. The 
subset of all prefixing keys of ~ (i.e., keys that are prefixes of other keys of ~) will 
be denoted by prefixingkeys(~):= {k E ~[kEpre J ' (~-  {k})}, where pref(~):= 
{x I xz 
Tries are implementations of the prefix tree. A finite set of keys ~ c d ~, which may 
include prefixing keys, can be easily encoded to yield a suitable representation f ~ as 
a trie. This can be attained by attaching a symbol ± ~ d ,  the endmarker, to the end 
of the prefixing keys of 3. In the resulting set of keys, ~[±] := (~-prefixingkeys(~)) 0 
{x± Ix Eprefixingkeys(~)}, no key is a prefix of another. {[±] can be represented as 
an prefixing-tree, t({[±]) (see Fig. l(b)). 
Let rl . . . . .  rn be a collection of items where each item consists of a key part (which 
uniquely identifies the item) and a data part. For the remainder of this section, let 
be the set of keys of these items and let us assume that the keys are strings composed 
from the ordered alphabet d= {1 . . . . .  m}. We shall consider two data structures for 
the storage of such collections of items; both structures are implementations of the 
prefixing-tree. 
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0 ! 
0101 
00100 
-1 -  I 
:l" 71 
001~ 0OLOO 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Prefix tree built from the set of keys s={O0100,0101,011}. (b) Prefixing-tree built from 
s= {00100,0101,011,0010,0}, which can not be represented by a prefix tree. 
4.1. Full prefixing-tries 
The construction of the full prefixing-trie of 4 requires that all the keys in 4 have 
finite length, i.e., 4 C d* .  In this case, the maximal paths of the prefixing-tree t (4[ l ] )  
end at terminal nodes. We thus have a bijective correspondence b tween the terminal 
nodes of t(4[±]) and the keys of 4- The following implementation of t (4[ l ] )  will 
be called the full prefixing-trie built from ~, and will be denoted by tf(~). In tf(~), 
a nonterminal node of t(412_]) is represented by an array of pointers to its children; 
a terminal node v of t(~[l]),  corresponding to a key k E 4, is represented by a pointer 
to the data of the item whose key is k (compare Fig. 2(a)). 
In order to search for a key k, we traverse tf(4) starting at the root and proceed recur- 
sively as follows. If the root is a nonterminal, we search for k in the first subtree when 
k = e and, when k = iz with i E ~', we search for k = z in the (i + 1 )th subtree. Other- 
wise, the search ends: it succeeds precisely when the root is a terminal node and k = e.. 
The space required by this algorithm is thus proportional to the number Sy(4) of 
nonterminal nodes in tf(~) and its running time is proportional to the total leaf node 
path length, Tt'(4) := tpl(tf(4)), where 
tpl(g) := ~ depth(l) 
all leaf nodes 1 of g 
and depth(l) denotes the edge length of the path that connects the root and I. 
For computing the expectations of Sf and Tf with respect o the prefix model, it is 
convenient to cast the idea of full prefixing-trie into a recursive definition. 
Definition 4.1 (Full prefixing-trie). The full prefixing-trie built with a finite set of 
keys 4 c ~4" is the (m + 1)-ary tree, denoted by tY(~), which is recursively defined as 
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D 
r 4 r I 
_I_ o I 
r 2 r 3 
r 4 r I 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. Prefixing-tries (a) full and (b) compact for the items r I . . . . .  rs with respective keys 
kl =00100, k2=0101, k3=011, k4 =0010, ks=0.  The alphabet is { / ,0 ,1} ,  with l<0<l .  
follows: 
(i) If { is empty, t f (~)  is the empty tree. 
(ii) If { = {e}, tf({) is the tree whose root is a leaf node (i.e., all its subtrees are 
empty). 
(iii) Otherwise, t f (~)  is the (m+ 1)-ary tree having an 'internal' root node whose 
subtrees are tf({ fq {e}), tf({l) . . . . .  tf({,n) in order. 
This definition yields recursive xpressions for Sf(~), the number of internal nodes 
of tf(~), and for its the total leaf node path length Tf(¢): 
Sf (~)  ~--- 1 - 61~1, o - 6g,{~} + ~ S f (~ i ) ,  
iEa/ 
(4) 
Tff¢) = I~r(1 - a~,{d) + ~ Tf(~i), (5) 
iE~¢ 
Theorem 4.2. The expectations of  Sf and Tf over the n-element subsets of  a¢ [hI are 
E[Sf] = ~ mh-J[1 -- z(m[hl, mUl,n,O)-- z(mLhl, mtJl,n, 1)], 
l<~j<~h 
E[Tf ] -  Z mh-J [m-~m[J]--z(m[hl'm[Jl'n'l)] ' 
1 <~j<~h 
where z(a, b, c, d) a-b = I 
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Proof. Let rsf(¢) := Sf(~) - ~ jc~ Sf(~j). By (4), we can write rsf(~) = I(~) - Z(~) - 
W(~), where 1(4)= 1, Z(¢)= 31¢1,0 and W(¢)= 61¢n{ql, l¢l. To compute the generating 
function s~h)(x), we will first compute the generating function (h) rsf (x) and then apply 
Theorem 3.5. By properties (i) and (iii) of Lemma 3.2 we have Fh[1] = (1 q-x) mthl and 
Fh[Z] = 1. By direct counting we find 
Fh[W]  = x I~l =x. 
~c~(~ hj) 
(h) Thus, rs, (x)= (1 +x)  mthj- 1 -  x. Since r(s°)(x)= 0, Theorem 3.5 applied to Sf gives 
Fh[Sf] = ~ mh-J(1 q-X) m[h]-m[/] FSf (j)(x) 
O<~j<~h 
= y~ mh- J (1-bx)  mthl- ~ mh-J(1-t-x)  mfhl-mUl+l 
1 <~j<~h 1 <~j<~h 
= Y~ mh- - J~xn  [(mnhl)--(m[h]--m[J]q-1)l'n 
1 <~j<~h n>~O 
Extracting the coefficient of x n from the above expression yields 
(mn h) I(mn hI) ( m[h] - m[J] + 1)] ] E [S f ]= y~ m h-j - 
n 1 <~j ~<h 
The value of E[Tf] can computed in a similar manner. [] 
4.2. Compact prefixing-tries 
For an arbitrary finite subset ¢ C d °~ (~ may contain infinitely long keys) the fol- 
lowing implementation f the prefixing-tree t(~[l]) gives rise to the compact prefixing- 
trie, which will be denoted by tc(~). The construction of tc(~) is analogous as for full 
prefixing-tries, except hat the branching of t(s[_l_]) is stopped at subtrees T consisting 
of nodes of out-degree l ss than 2 (i.e., T is a path). Such a subtree T is collapsed 
into a single terminal node and the string corresponding to the unique maximal path 
of T becomes the label of this terminal node. 
The search algorithm for tc(~) is analogous as for full prefixing-tries except that, 
on reaching a terminal node, the label of this terminal node must be compared with 
the unexamined part of the search key; only when these two are equal is the search 
successful. 
The storage required by this algorithm is proportional to the number Sc(¢) of internal 
nodes of tc(~); its running time is proportional to the total leaf node path length 
Tc(~) := tpl(tC(~)). 
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A recursive definition of the compact prefixing-trie tc(~) can be obtained from the 
recursive definition of the full prefixing-trie given in Section 4.1 by considering finite 
sets ~ c ~¢~ and replacing condition (ii) by the following 'compaction' condition: 
(ii*) I f  ~ = {x}, tc(~) is equal to a single leaf node with a label equal to x. 
This recursive definition of tc(~) yields the following reeursive expressions of So(~) 
and Tc(~): 
Sc(~)=rsc(~)+ ~ S~(~i), (6) 
i 6,~/ 
Tc(~)=rv~(~)+ ~ Tc(~i). (7) 
i E ,~¢ 
with rs~(~) = 1 - 6r~l, 0 - 61~1,1 and rv~(~)= I~[(1 - ill41,1 ). 
See Fig. 2(b) for an example of a compact prefixing-trie. For a given compact 
prefixing-trie, we use the notation S~ and Tc to represent the number of internal nodes 
and its total leaf node path length. 
Theorem 4.3. The expectations of  Sc and Tc over the n-element subsets of  ~/[h] are 
E[Sc] = ~ mh-J[1 -- "c(m[h],m[J],n,O ) -- m[J]'c(m[h],m[J],n, 1)], 
I <~j<~h 
-- "r(m [hl, m [j], n, 1 ) , 
1 <~j<~h 
where r(a, b, c, d) a-b = 
Proof. For a set ~ C sff*, let M(~) be the number of nodes of the full prefixing-trie 
tf(~) having exactly one terminal node among its descendants. Relations (4 ) - (7 )  imply 
M(~) = Sf(¢) - Sc(~) = Tf(~) - Tc(~). (8) 
Also, rM(~):=M(¢)  - M(~ 1 ) . . . . .  M(~m) = (1 - 14 A {e}l)61~l,1. By direct counting 
we find Fo[rM] = O, 
Fh[rM]= ~ XI~I = (mth] _ 1)x, 
I~l=l,~#{e,} 
and from Theorem 3.5 we deduce 
Fh[M]= ~ mh--J(l +X)m[hJ--m[']r(J)(x) 
O<~j<~h 
= ~ mh-J(m [j] -- 1)x(1 -~x) m[hl-m[il. 
1 <-Nj<~h 
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Extracting the coefficient x n from this expression yields 
The claimed expectations E[Sc] and E[T~] now follow from (8) and Theorem 4.2. [] 
Remark. This generating function approach can be also used for calculating the ex- 
pectations of other trie cost functions of interest considered in [2]. 
5. The binary set-intersection prefix model 
Definition 5.1 (Binary set-intersection prefix model). The sample space of the binary 
set-intersection prefix model consists of a class of ordered pairs (3, t/) of sets of binary 
string keys. This class depends on four parameters: the size l of the first component 
4, the size n of the second component q, the size k of the intersection ~Ntl, and the 
maximum length h of the binary string keys. For nonnegative integers h, l, n, and k, 
the probability space of the binary set-intersection prefix model is 
:= {(¢,n) I  C {0, l} thl, I¢1 = Z, Int =n,  ICnnl =k},  
where {0, 1} [hI = {0, 1}°U{0, 1}IU ... U{0, 1} h, and all set pairs (~,t/) are assumed to 
be equally probable. 
The expectation of a real-valued mapping X(~, I/) over the pairs (3, q)E Jgh, t,n,k will 
be denoted by E[X]. The sum 
Xh, l,n,k[X]:= ~ X(~,q) 
~,,c{0,1} E'1
I~I=L I,1=,. I~ n,71=k 
is related to the expectation of X by Nh. l . , .k[X]  = ]J/gh.t.,,.klE[X] and will be called the 
normalized expectation of X. 
5.1. Translation rules 
Throughout this section X will denote a real-valued mapping of ordered pairs (3, t/) 
of sets 3, t/c_ {0, 1} [hI. To each such mapping X we associate the generating function 
of normalized expectations x(h)(x, y, t), 
X(h~(x,y,t) := ~2~ X(~,r/)xl~l yl~l tlcn,l 
~,q C{0,1} [hl 
= ~ Nh, l,n,k[X]x lynt k. 
1,n,k>~O 
We shall now establish translation rules, between X and its generating function 
X(h)(x,y,t), similar to those derived for the prefix model in Section 3. As earlier, 
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the translation rules will be formulated as properties of the operator Fh which maps a 
functions X into its generating function Fh[X] :=X(h)(x, y,t). Some of these properties 
can be conveniently expressed in terms of the mappings Pc(¢,t/):=(~c,t/¢) (where 
~c = {xIcxE 4}) for each cE {0, 1}, and also Px(~,r/):= ( in{e}, qn{e}). 
Lemma 5.2 (Additive-multiplicative rule). Let X, Y, and Z be real-valued mappings 
of ordered pairs (4, ~I) of sets 4, t/C {0, 1}[hl. 
(i) Fh[~] = 2Fh[X]; 
(ii) Fh[X + Y] =Fh[X] + Fh[Y]; 
(iii) Fh[(Y o P0)(Z o P1)] = (1 +x + y +xyt)Fh_~[Y]Fh_l[Z], h >1 1; 
(iv) Fh[(X o-fi±)(Y o P0)(Z oPl)] =Fo[X]Fh-~[Y]Fh-~[Z], h >~ 1. 
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the definitions of Fh and Pc. 
Property (iii) can be deduced from (iv) (taking X(s):=I(s)= 1) and 
x(O)(x,y,t)= ~ xl¢lyl,ltl~nnl 
= 1 +x + y+xyt.  (9) 
In order to prove (iv), we first observe the mapping ~---~(~n{e},¢0,¢l) is a 
bijection between ~({e})× {0, 1} [h-1] × {0, 1} [h-l] and {0, 1} [hI. Taking W :=(X oP±) 
(Y o P0)(Z o P1 ), we have 
Fh[W] = ~ W(~, r/)xl#l yl~l tl~n~l 
~, qE ~t?({O,l }[h] ) 
= ~ x(~n{e},~ln{e})YCo, qo)Z(~,ql) 
~,~({o, ly hI) 
x xl~ol+l~l+l~n{~}l yl~ol+b~l+l~n{~}l tl~0n~o[+l~ n l+lCn~n{~}l 
= y(h-t)(x,y,t)z(h-l)(x,y,t ) ~ X(p,v)xl~l ylvl tbnvl 
~,vEgt({~}) 
= y(h -  1)(X, y, t) Z (h- l)(x, y, t)X(°)(x, y, t), 
which is as claimed in (iv). [] 
Lemma 5.3 (Initialization rule). I f  1(4, q) := 1 then 
I(h)(x, y, t) = (1 + X + y + xyt) 2the. 
Proof. The case h = 0 follows from (9). For h> 1 we write I=  (I o P0).(I o Pl) and 
applying (iii) of Lemma 5.2 deduce I(h)(x, y, t) = (1 +x+y+xyt)[l(h-1)(x, y, t)] 2, h >/1. 
Solving this recurrence yields the desired expression of I(h)(x, y, t). [] 
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Theorem 5.4. Let X and Y be real-valued functions of pairs (~,r/) of subsets 
~,r/c{0, 1} [hI, and let us assume that h >~ 1. 
(i) l fX(~,  rl) : Y(~N {e}, r/n {e}) then X(h)(x, y, t) : (1 + x) 2~hl-I Y(°)(x, y, t). 
(ii) I f  X= Y o Pc, with cE{0, 1}, then 
X(h)(x, y , t ) : (1  + x + y + xyt) 2h Y(h-l)(x, y,t). 
(iii) I f  rx(~, rl) :=X(~, r/) -- X(~o, r/o) - X(~l, r/l ) then 
x(h)(x) : r(xh)(x) + 2 (1 + X + y + xyt) 2' X(h-1)(X). (10) 
Proof. These properties can be proved with the help of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 proceeding 
in a similar manner as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. [] 
Note that recurrence (10) can be solved by means of Lemma 3.4, which also works 
as the iteration rule for the set-intersection prefix model. 
The following Theorem 5.5 reduces the calculation of the generating function 
x(h)(x,y,t) to the determination of the generating function r~)(~,r/) of rx(~,r/):= 
X(~, r/) - X(~0, r/o) - X(~1, r/1 ). In Section 6, we will apply this theorem to compute 
the average running time of the set-intersection algorithms. 
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a reaLvalued function of pairs (4, r/) of subsets 4, r~ c_ {0, 1} [hI, 
and rx(¢,r/)=X(~,r/) -X(~o,r/o) -X(~l,r/ l) .  Then, 
X(h)(x,y,t)= ~ 2h-J(1 +X + y +xyt) 2rhJ-z~jJ r(xJ)(x,y,t). 
O<~j<.h 
Proofi This expression of the generating function X(h)(x, y, t) can be obtained by solv- 
ing the recurrence quation (10) with the help of Lemma 3.4. [] 
6. Analysis of algorithms for set intersection 
We now present wo algorithms for computing the intersection of sets of binary 
string keys. For each of them we will compute the exact average running time with 
respect o the binary set-intersection prefix model. 
6.1. Average set-intersection time using full prefixing-tries 
The set intersection INTERSECTF(~,r/):=~f"Iq, with ~,r/C(0,1} [h], can be computed 
by the following algorithm: 
Set-intersection algorithm using full prefixing-tries. 
1. If 14[=0 or [ql =0 then 1NTERSECTF(~,r/)+--~; 
2. If ~ = {e} then INTERSECTF(~,r/)~---~; 
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3. If ~={e} then INTERSECTF(~,~)+'-~; 
4. Otherwise, 
INTERSECTF(~,~) +- - (~ {8})U01NTERSECTF(~0,~0)~ IINTERSECTF(~I,~I ).
Let tf(~) and tf(r/) be the full prefixing-tries built from ~ and t/, respectively. The 
following observations lead to an implementation f the above algorithm. The root 
node of tf(~) (respectively tf(q)) is a terminal node if and only if ~ = {e} (respectively 
t/= {e}). If ~,t/ ~ {e}, the zero length string eE~Nt/ exactly when both of the first 
sons of tf(~) and tf(t/) are nonempty. The sets 40 and ~1 are represented by the second 
and third subtrees of tf(~); t/0 and t/l are represented by the second and third subtrees 
of tf(r/). 
The function INTERSECTF(~, t/) can be realized as the following simultaneous traversal 
of the trees tf(~) and tf(r/). We start at the roots of the tries. Step 1 is implemented 
by testing whether one of the two trees is empty, and Step 2 and Step 3 by test- 
ing whether the root node of the appropriate trie is a terminal node. In Step 4, we 
can compute ~Nt/N{~} by examining the first subtrees tf(s) and tf(s); the recursive 
call to INTERSECTV(~0, t/0) (respectively INTERSECTr(~I, ql )) is then realized by simultane- 
ously visiting the second (respectively third) subtrees of tf(~) and tf(q); these subtrees 
represent the sets ~0 and t/0 (respectively ¢1 and r/1 ). 
The total time necessary to compute the intersection is thus proportional to the 
number, F(~,q), of pairs of nodes that are simultaneously visited in tf(~) and tf(r/) 
(i.e., F(~,t/) equals the total number of times that Step 4 is executed). The function 
rF(~, tl) :=F(~, q) - F(~o, q0) - F((1, ql ) can be written as rF(~, q) : 1 - (~b(~, t l )  where 
b(( , t / )=((={e.}) or ({~1=o) or (q={e}) or (l~l=O). (11) 
The results of the following lemma will be helpful in extracting coefficients from 
the generating functions that will emerge from our computations. The coefficient of the 
term x;y"t ~ in a polynomial P(x, y, t) will be denoted by [l, n, kiP(x, y, t). 
Lemma 6.1. The coefficient 
K;,n,k[~,fl]:=[l,n,k] {[(1 +x)~+(1  +y)~ - 1](1 +x+y+xyt )  ~} 
equals 
K;,n,k[ot, fl] =I I ,  n,k[O~, fl] q- I,,t,k[Ot, fl] -- II, n,k[O, fl], (12) 
{~ {~-k~ {~+~-,~ Also, Kl, n,k[O, 2 [hI] =It n k[0, 2[hI] :l h, n kl- where/;,n,k[~,fl]:= ~kj ,_kj  ;-k J" , . . . .  
Proof. The identity 
I;,n,k[cq fl] = [x; yntk]{(1 + x) ~ (1 + x + y + xyt) ~} 
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was established in [6] by expanding (1 +x)  ~ (1 +x + y +xyt)  l~ first in t, and then in 
x and in y. By the symmetry of (1 + x) ~ (1 + x + y +xyt)~ with respect to x and y, 
we deduce [xl yntk](1 + y )~ (1 + x + y + xyt ) l~ = In, l,k[~, /J], and In, l,k[O, /3] = ll,,,k[0,/3]. 
Thus relation (12) follows, and also K/,n,k[0,2 [h]] =Ii, n,k[0,2 [hI] =l~/h,l,n,kl. [] 
With the help of Theorem 5.5, we shall now calculate the average time necessary 
to compute the intersection of a pair of  sets (~,q)EJgh, t,n,k by means of the imple- 
mentation of INTERSECTF(4, ~/) described above. 
Theorem 6.2. The expected value of  F(4, q) over the pairs of  sets (4, ~) E J//h,l,n,k is 
ElF] = (2 [h] - 1) 1 ~ 2h-JKi.n,k[2 [jl -- 1, 2 [h] -- 2 [j] + 1], 
I~//h,l,.,k I 1.<j~<h 
where ]J//h,l,,,kl = KI, n,k[O, 2[h]]. 
Proof. From Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 we deduce r~)(x ,y , t )=(1 +x+ y+xyz)  2t~l- 
Z(h)(x, y, t), with Z(s)= 6b(~,,) and b(~, r/) as in (11). By direct counting we find 
z(h)(x,y,t) = ~ XI~I ylql tl~o.I 
~,q C{0,1} [hl 
(I ~1 =0) or (~=(e})  or (] q[ =0) or (q={e,}) 
=(1 +x+y+xyz) [ (1  +x)  2Ihl-1 +(1  +y)  2~1-1 -- 1]. 
Since r(FO)(x,y,t)=O, Theorem 5.5 yields 
F(h)(x, y, t) = (2 In] -- 1 )(1 + x + y + xyz) 2I'1 
-- ~ 2h-J(1 +x+y+xyz)Zthl--2ri lz(J)(x,y,t).  
1 <~j <~h 
Extracting the coefficient of xlynt k from this expression with the help of Lemma 6.1, 
we arrive at the desired expectation of E[F]. [] 
Remark. It may be noted that l = n = k implies F(~, ~) = Sf(4), the number of internal 
nodes in the full prefixing-trie of 4- This is reflected by our calculations. When we set 
l = n = k, the expression of the expectation E[F] given in Theorem 6.2 reduces (after 
some algebraic ancellations) to the expectation Ehn[Sf] with respect o the prefix model 
computed earlier in Theorem 4.2 (with the alphabet size m=2).  
6.2. Average set-intersection time using compact prefixing-tries 
We shall now consider another algorithm for set intersection, which is based on com- 
pact prefixing-tries. Let Part(e,/3) be the function of c~,/3 c_ {0, 1 }thl that has the value 
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c¢ when ~ C fl, and the value 0 otherwise. The set intersection INTERSECTC(4, r/):= 4n r/, 
with ~, r/C_ {0, 1} [hI, can be computed by the following algorithm: 
Set-intersection algorithm using compact prefixing-tries. 
1. If 141--0 or Iq[ =0 then INTERSECTC(~,q) +-- ~; 
2. If 141 = 1 then rNTERSECTC(~, q) +-- Part(4, q); 
3. If Ir/] : 1 then :NTERSECTC(~, r/) *-- Part(r/, ~); 
4. Otherwise, 
INTERSECTC(~, r/) +-- (4 f")/7 [-] {~}) [--J 0 INTERSECTC(40,/'10) [--) IINTERSECTC(41,/71 ). 
Let tc(4) and tc(r/) be the respective compact prefixing-tries of 4 and r/, and let us 
assume that [4], ]r/] t>2. Then, eE ~ N q precisely when the first sons of tc(4) and tc(q) 
are nonempty. The sets 40 and r/0 are represented by the respective second subtrees of 
tc(~) and tc(r/); 41 and r/l are represented by the third subtrees of to(() and to(r/). 
The algorithm INTERSECTC(~,/7) can thus be implemented by the simultaneous traver- 
sal of the compact prefixing-tries to(4) and tC(r/). We start at the root nodes of the tries, 
and implement Step 1 by testing whether one of the trees is empty. Step 2 (respectively 
Step 3) is realized by testing whether the root node of tc(4) (respectively to(r/)) is a 
terminal node. If it is, i.e., 4 = {x} (respectively r/= {y}), Part({x},r/) (respectively 
Part(i, {y})) is implemented by searching for the key x in tc(q) (respectively searching 
for y in tc(4)). If this search is successful, we return the value {x} (respectively {y}); 
otherwise, we return the value ~. Since Step 4 is executed precisely when ]4[, Iql ~>2, 
we can then compute 4 N r/n {e} by simply examining the first subtrees of to(4) and 
to(q) (these subtrees are terminal nodes precisely when e E ~Aq). The recursive call 
INTERSECTC(40, r/0) (respectively INTERSECTC(41,ql )) can be implemented by simultane- 
ously visiting the second sons (respectively third sons) of tc(4) and tc(r/), which are 
the root nodes of compact prefixing-tries representing the sets 40 and r/0 (respectively 
41 and q:). 
The time required to compute ~ n r/by the above algorithm is proportional to C(4, q), 
which is defined as the number of pairs of internal nodes simultaneously visited in tries 
t~(~) and tc(q) (i.e., the number of times that Step 4 is executed) plus the number of 
internal nodes visited in only one of the tries after a terminal node has been reached 
in the other (i.e., the number of nodes visited while executing the calls to Part). 
We shall calculate the expectation of C in two ways. Our first calculation makes use 
of the relation between full and compact prefixing-tries. That is, the compact prefixing- 
tile tc(~) results from the full prefixing-trie tf(4) by pruning every internal node that 
has only one terminal node among its descendants. Hence, M(~, q):= F(4, r/) - C(~, r/) 
is equal to the number of pairs of internal nodes of tf(4) and if(q) simultaneously 
visited, in the implementation f INTERSECTF(4, q ) given in Section 6.1, such that each 
internal node in the pair has only one terminal among its descendants. Thus the function 
rm(4, I1) := M(~, r/)-M((0, r/0)-M(41, r/l ) has the expression rM(4, q) = ~(l~1=1)and (~{e)) 
t~(lq[=l) and (q¢{e})" 
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Theorem 6.3. The expectation of M(~,rl) over the pairs (¢,q)E J/gh, l,n,k is 
1 ~ 2h_J(2[j] _ 1){Kl_l,n_l,k_l[O, 2[h] _ 2[j]  ] 
E[M] -  [J//h,l,n,k[ l<~j<~h 
+ (2 [j] - 2)Kt_ l,n--l,k[0, 2 [hI - 2[J]]}, 
where [~/'h,t,n, kl = gl,~,k[0, 2[hi]. 
Proof. Direct counting yields 
r(Mh)(X, y, t) = ~ xl~l ylnl tl¢ n nl 
~,n C{O,1} [hI 
(1~1=1) and (¢4{e}) and (Iv/l=l) and (~/5~{e}) 
= (2 [hI -- 1 )xy[t + 2 D] -- 2]. 
Applying Theorem 5.5 to M gives 
MCh)(x,y,t)= ~ 2h-J(2 [j] -- 1)(1 +x+y+xyz)2th~--2Mxy[t+2 [j] --2], 
1 <~j<~h 
and the desired expectation E[M] results by extracting the coefficient of xlynt k with 
the help of Lemma 6.1. [] 
Theorem 6.4. The average total time E[C] required to compute the intersection using 
compact prefixing-tries is 
'J~h,l,n,k[ 1 { 
E[C] = (2  [hI - 1) ~ 2h-JKl, n,k[2 [y] -- 1,2  [hI --  2 [j] + 1] 
1 <~j~h:i-< 
+ ~ 2h-J(2 [j] _ 1)[Kz_l,,_l,k_~[0,2 th] -- 2[J]] 
1 <~j<<.h 
+ (2t J] - 2)Kt-l'n-l'k[O'2[h] -- 2tJ]]]/ '  
where I Jig h, l,n,k [ = Kt, n,k [0, 2[h1]. 
Proof. This expression of the expectation can be obtained from the relation E[C] = 
E[F] -ELM] ,  and the values of E[F] and E[M] provided by Theorem 6.2 and 
Theorem 6.3. [] 
The following alternative way of computing E[C] yields additional information of 
interest o the cost analysis. We break up the values of the function C into two com- 
ponents, 
C(¢, q) =A(~, 7) + B(~, r/). (13) 
The first component, A(~, q), is the number of pairs of internal nodes of tc(~) and 
t~(q) that are simultaneously visited in the implementation of the above algorithm for 
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INTERSECTC(~,t/) (i.e., the number of times Step 4 is executed). This quantity is of 
interest in its own right since, as remarked by Trabb Pardo in [15], A(~, t/) measures 
the risk of computing the intersection ~ n q to find that it is empty. The second com- 
ponent, B(~, q), is the number of internal nodes visited in only one of the tries after 
an internal node has been encountered in the other (i.e., the number of nodes visited 
in the execution of the calls to Part(~, q)). 
Since Step 4 is executed precisely when I~], It/[ >/2, rA(~, t/) :=A(~, t/) - A(~0, t/0) - 
A(~l,t/l) can be written as 
rA(¢, q) = 1 -- Z(~, t/), (14) 
with Z(~, t / )= 6(l¢l~<~)or<lqr~l). We further observe that an internal node v of tc(~) (re- 
spectively to(t/)) is visited in the process of executing the function Part(~, t/) (respec- 
tively Part(t/, ~)) precisely when the string x, corresponding to the path that connects 
the root and v, satisfies I~xl >_-2 and It/xl = 1 (respectively It/x[ ~>2 and I~xl = 1). Thus, 
rB(¢, t/) :=B(~, t/) - B(~0, t/0) - B(~I, t/! ) has the expression 
re(~,t/)=b14[=~6¢~{~}61ql>~2 + ~1~/=16n4{,:}61¢1~> 2. (15) 
Theorem 6.5. The expectation of  A(~,t/) over the pairs (~,t/)Cd/h,z,,,k is 
{ ~ 2h-J2[J][Kt.~,k[2 [j] -- 1,2 [hI -- 2 t jl + 1] 1 E{A] = (2 [hI - 1) ijghd,~,k ] l~<j~<h 
--(2 [j] -- 1)Kl_l,,_l,k[0, 2 [h] -- 2{J]]] 
-- ~ 2h-J(2 [j] _ 1)Kt, n,k[2[J],2 [h] -- 2[J]]~, 
l<~j<~h J 
with ]d4'h,l,~,kl = gz, n,k[O, 2[hi]. 
Proofi From the expression of rA given in (14), and with the help of Lemmas 5.2 and 
5.3, we deduce 
r~Ah)(x, y , t )=(1  + x + y + xyt) 2~h~ -- z~h)(x, y,t), 
and by direct counting we find 
Z(h)(x,y,t) = 2[h](1 +X + y +xyt)[(1 +X) 2t~'~-I + (1 + y) 2thl-I -- 1] 
- (2  [hI - 1)[(1 +x)2Ihl + (1 + y)  2thl - 1 + 2[h]xy]. 
Substituting the resulting expression of r(Ah)(x,y,t) in the expression of A(h)(x,y,t) 
provided by Theorem 5.5, and noting that r~A°)(x, y, t )= 0, we obtain 
A~h)(x,y,t) = (2 [hI -- 1)(1 + x + y + xyt) 2t'j 
- ~ 2h-J(1 +x + y +xyt)2t~'l-2HZ(J)(x,y,t). 
1 ~<j ~<h 
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Extracting the coefficient of  the term xlynt k with the aid of  Lemma 6.1 yields the 
desired expression of E[A]. [] 
Theorem 6.6. 
E[B] -- - -  
The expectation of  B(~,q) over the pairs (~,q)E~'h,t,n,k is
1 / ~ 2h--J(2[J] -- 1)[Kt'n'k[2U] - l'2[h] --2[J] + 1] 
I~'h.t,..kl l~j<~h 
- Kl, n,k[2[J],2 [hI -- 2 [j]] -- Kl - l ,~- l ,k- I  [0, 2 [hI -- 2 [j]] -- 2(2 [j] -- 1) 
2[hi _ 2[J]]] ~, ×Kl-l,n-l,k[O, 
J 
where I h, Z,.,k I : KI, n,k [0, 2D]]. 
Proof. Using the expression of  rB given in (15), and by direct counting, we obtain 
r(~h)(x,y,t) = (2 [hI -- 1)(1 +x + y +xyt)[(1 +x)  2th1-1 + (1 + y)  2th1-1 -- 1] 
--(2 [h] -- 1)[(1 +x)Z~hJ + (1 + y)  2f/'~ -- 1] 
--(2 [hI -- 1 )[xyt + 2(2 [hI -- 1 )Xy]. 
r(BO)(x, y, t) ----- O, the expression of B(h)(x, y, t) furnished by Since furthermore 
Theorem 5.5 is 
B(h)(x,y,t) = ~ 2J(2 [j] -- 1)(1 +x + y +xyt )  2th~-2I/l+l 
1 <~j<~h 
×[(1 q-X) 2N]-I -~- (1 + y)  2N]-I - 1] 
- ~ 2J(2 [j] - 1)(1 +x + y +xyt )  2Ihl-ztjj 
1 <~j<~h 
× [(1 + x)ZrJ~ + (1 + y)2tJJ _ 1 + xyt + 2(2 U] - 1)xy]. 
Extracting the coefficient of the term xZynt k by means of  Lemma 6.1 yields the sought 
value of E[B]. [] 
Since E[C]=E[A]  + E[B], adding the values of  E[A] and E[B] provided by 
Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 gives an independent derivation of  the expression of E[C] com- 
puted earlier in Theorem 6.4. 
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